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This document describes the equipment from
the computers used at the University of Canterbury in the 1960s, 70s and 80s that is on display in a glass cabinet in the Angus Tait building
(the former Computer Centre building). In addition, a humourous “Achtung!” poster and the
front panel from the IBM 360/44 used in the late
1960s and early 1970s is on display in the ICTS
department.
Further information information about the early
days of computing at the University of Canterbury is available from the MacMillan Brown Digital Archive under accession number MB2585.

The Angus Tait display cabinet.

IBM 1620 Front Panel (1962)

The console of the IBM 1620 computer installed at UC in 1962
The first digital computer installed in a New Zealand university was an IBM 1620,
purchased in 1962 by the University of Canterbury. It weighed about 800 Kg and cost as
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much as 10 average houses. The Canterbury 1620 was only the third digital computer to
arrive in New Zealand, after the Reserve Bank and New Zealand Railways computers. By
1964 there were 19 computers in New Zealand.
The 1620 was a special-purpose “scientific” computer constructed using transistors—
there were no computer “chips”. It had the equivalent of 20,000 bytes of memory, but no
disks or tapes; all files were read from and written to punched cards. Its printer was a
10 character/second electric typewriter. The 1620 had no operating system and when it
arrived, only four members of the UC staff had any direct experience of using a computer.
Only one person at a time could use the 1620, and to run a program required you to load
hundreds of punched cards in to the card reader attached to the machine. On many days
the 1620 ran for 24 hours straight, with anxious users in attendance—the system could
only be used interactively.
The University replaced the IBM 1620 with an IBM 360/44 (the front panel of which is
displayed in ICTS) in 1967, and the 1620 was eventually sold. Many years later, when the
1620 was scrapped, the front panel and memory modules were returned to the University
and are displayed here.

An IBM 1620 computer, similar to the first computer at Canterbury
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IBM 1620 Core Memory (1962)

The core memory module from the IBM 1620 computer
This memory module from the IBM 1620 consists of 120,000 tiny doughnut–shaped “cores”
made from an iron/ceramic alloy called ferrite. The cores are almost too small to see, but
each one is at the intersection of four wires; two horizontal and two vertical, threaded
through the core by hand. By magnetizing a core either north–south or south–north, a
one or a zero bit could be stored.
The magnetic characteristics of these ferrite memory cores were temperature sensitive
and so, to reliably read and write memory, the IBM 1620 would warm the memory cores to
a known operating temperature, well above room temperature, before attempting to use
them. When the IBM 1620 was switched on, it would sit in “standby mode” for about ten
minutes before it could be used, for this reason.
This memory module held 20,000 binary-coded decimal digits, each digit consisting of
six binary digits (bits): a four–bit number (0 to 9), a flag bit that indicated such things as
whether the digit was negative, and a parity bit for error checking.
Carry Flag 8-bit 4-bit 2-bit 1-bit
One binary-coded decimal digit, as stored in the 1620 memory
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The core memory was accessed as a 12–bit “word”, two decimal digits at a time.
Programming instructions were coded as 12 decimal digits (six words), with a two-digit
code for the operation (such as addition) and five digits for the memory location of each
of the two operands.

Burroughs B6700 console (1973)

The console of the Burroughs B6718 computer installed at UC in 1973

The Auckland University B6700; similar to the Canterbury system
From 1973 until 1980 the University used a Burroughs B6700 computer; the particular
model was a highly configured single processor B6714, known locally as a B6718, and it
cost about a million dollars, enough to buy 30–40 average houses. The central processor
occupied a space of 6 metres by 4 metres, stood 1.8 metres high and comprised about 1000
circuit boards full of components, not including memory, disk drives, tape drives or other
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peripherals. Individual parts could be repaired or replaced by the resident site engineer to
fix bugs or enhance performance. The operators console from the B6700 is here.
The B6700 ran at 10 megahertz and consumed about 75 kilowatts of electricity, and
needed another 75 kilowatts of electricity to run the air conditioning for cooling. This was
about 10% of the University’s entire power use at the time.
The Burroughs operating system was one of the first “multiprocessing” systems, with
the computer spending a fraction of a second on multiple processes in turn. For example:
while some jobs were waiting for data to be input from disk, the processor would carry on
with the tasks that were ready to run.

Burroughs System Disc Platter (1972)
The large (670mm diameter) disc is one “platter” from a B6700 hard disc drive unit. One platter could store 2.5 Mbytes of data on each side,
in 169 tracks, and weighs about 10 kg. The main
hard disk drive was a cabinet about 2.5m by 1.5m
by 1.5m high that held eight of these discs. The
total disk storage of this unit was 40 Mb.
Each side of each disk had an array of 169
read/write heads that didn’t move, but instead
The system disc from the Burroughs
each track had its own head. The heads were
B6718 computer
grouped in 13 blocks of 13 heads each (13 * 13 =
169), and blown against the rotating disk surface
by air piped in through a tube to each block. The eight platters used 2704 read/write
heads in total.
When one of these disc units was started, it needed to run for four hours until it was
warmed up, and then data could be reliably written and read. The disc units also needed
to be well bolted-down as well, becuase they had an emergency brake that would quickly
stop the discs spinning if a “head crash” (when a read/write head touches the disc) was
detected. There was so much kinetic energy stored in the spinning disc platters that the
emergency stop could send a disc unit crashing through a wall if it broke loose from its
moorings. The B6700 also had removable disk packs, one of which is displayed here.
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Punched Cards and Paper Tape (1960s–1980s)
Punched cards were used from the early 18th
century to control machines, and the 80–column punched
cards here were developed for data processing in
1928, eventually being used for computing. Each
card stored 80 characters. Paper tape was used
for input and output for many computers, from the
1940s to the 1980s. Each line of eight holes on the
tape represents one byte of data, and a metre of tape
could store about 390 bytes.
Paper tape and punched cards used
for the IBM and Burroughs
computers

Card Reader Roller (1962)

The roller from the IBM 1622 card reader
This card reader roller is from an IBM 1622 punched–card reader used with the 1620,
which read cards from bottom-to-top. After reading millions of punched cards, grooves are
worn in the roller by the read sensors.

Magnetic Tape (1970s on)
Magnetic tapes are still in use today as a
cheap, stable, high-density medium for data
storage. Early open–spool magnetic tapes like
these were manually loaded on a tape drive,
and the tape threaded on to a take–up spool.
This tape stored about 5 Mbytes.

Magnetic tapes used in the 1980s and
1990s
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Plotter Output (1960s-1970s)
From 1969 to 1973 the 1620 was used to control a
Calcomp model 565 plotter. The plotter cost $10,000
or about as much as an average house, and drew pictures using a computer-controlled pen. This was the
only graphical output possible in the early days of computing. A few pages of output from the Calcomp plotter are in this cabinet, showing drawings of molecular
structures and demonstrations of fancy lettering.

Some output from the Calcomp
Plotter

Removable discs (1970s–1980s)
Removeable hard disc packs were used
to take data on and offline from computers in the 1970s and 80s. The disc packs
on display here were used in the Canterbury IBM 360/44 (two 1 Mbyte disc
drives), a DEC PDP11 used for graphics
processing (a single 1 Mbyte drive) and
the Burroughs B6700 (two 300 Mbyte
drives) are displayed here.

Removeable disc packs from the Burroughs
B6700 (top), the DEC PDP 11 (left) and the
IBM 360/44 (right)
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Mobil Computer Laboratory Plaque (1962)

The Mobil Computer Laboratory Plaque
The Mobil Computer Laboratory was set up in 1962 to house the IBM 1620 computer that the Mobil Oil Company, and others, sponsored. This plaque was in the lab to
acknowledge the sponsors.
The text of the plaque reads:
THE PURCHASE OF THIS 1620
COMPUTER WAS MADE POSSIBLE
BY THE GENEROSITY OF MOBIL
OIL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED,
ASSISTED BY THE FOLLOWING
DONORS:
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF NEW
ZEALAND LIMITED
GENERAL MOTORS NEW ZEALAND
LIMITED
W. S. MacGIBBON ESQ. O. B. E.
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TASMAN PULP AND PAPER
COMPANY LIMITED
TODD MOTORS LIMITED
J. R. JACKSON ESQ.
I.B.M. WORLD TRADE CORPORATION

IBM Bluegene Compute Card (2007)

A compute node from the IBM BlueGene/L installed at UC in 2007
The IBM Bluegene/L was the fastest (11 TFLOPS) computer in the southern hemisphere
when it was installed at UC in 2007, and it operated for over eight years. The BlueGene/L
had 2048 dual-CPU compute nodes, one of which is shown here.

The Angus Tait Building (1966)

Completed in May 1966, the Angus Tait building is one of the oldest buildings remaining
on the UC Campus. It was designed by Keith McKenzie of Hall and Mackenzie in the
“brutalist” style and built by Fletcher Construction Ltd, costing $133,000. The coloured
windows in the stairwell were an inspiration of the architect, having been removed from a
demolished 19th-century Christchurch house.
The Angus Tait building originally housed the Mobil Computer Lab with the IBM
1620, moved over from the College of Engineering, and for many years was the University
primary data centre. On the bottom floor were the University telephone exchange and
telephonists office, now converted to an equipment room.
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The ICTS Achtung! poster, currently in the primary data centre

Achtung! Poster
Posters such as this one date back to least as far as 1955 (at IBM), and graced the walls
of most computer centres worldwide in the 20th century. This poster, originally hung in
the computer room that was once in the Angus Tait building, dates back to the mid–late
1960s. A more complete history of “Achtung” posters is at https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Blinkenlights
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